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Background: The 2011 Appropriate Use Criteria (AUC) guideline allows for classification of the appropriateness of stress echocardiograms (SE). 
Little is known about the appropriateness rate of stress echocardiograms in a publicly-funded health system.
Methods: A prospective assessment on all SE performed at a Canadian academic medical center from July 1st-Oct 15th 2013 was conducted and 
SE were classified using 2011 AUC.
results: A total of 221 consecutive SE were evaluated using the 2011 AUC and 98% were classifiable. The average age of the patients was 62.0+/-
12.7yrs and 144 (65%) of the patients were men. Overall the inappropriate rate of classifiable studies was 32%, while the appropriate rate was 64% 
and uncertain rate 4%. The largest physician group responsible for inappropriate ordering of SE was vascular surgery (61% of all studies ordered 
were inappropriate) followed by family practice (38%), and cardiology (16%). The most common unclassifiable reason was assessment of LVOT 
gradients for hypertrophic cardiomyopathy patients. The most common inappropriate indications were preoperative assessment (36%), ischemia 
testing in low risk (20%) or asymptomatic individuals (20%). Only 2 (3%) of the inappropriate studies were positive for ischemia. The percentage of 
patients who had stress testing within the previous year was 29%, with the most common modality being a treadmill ECG test (70%).
conclusions: AUC criteria have not previously been applied to SE in a single payer, publicly-funded health system. The majority of SE studies were 
classifiable using the 2011 AUC guidelines. Approximately a third of the studies were deemed inappropriate, similar to previously reported rates. This 
study suggests the need for strategies to improve SE ordering.
